Trusted by the best
The new Canon EOS-1D X Mark III is ideal for the increasingly fastpaced industry, giving professionals confidence that they will get the
shot, and delivering at faster speeds than ever before.
The flagship DSLR is engineered and designed using feedback from the
worldwide community of EOS-1D X and EOS-1D X Mark II
photographers. Continuing Canon’s rich heritage of creating first-rate
optical products, the EOS-1D X Mark III offers an enhanced autofocus
system, with dramatically improved still and video image quality and
communication.
A new era in autofocus speed and accuracy
The EOS-1D X Mark III features a brand-new AF sensor with 28 times
more resolution than its predecessor, using advanced AF algorithms
with deep learning technology for unparalleled focus tracking in any
situation. In Live View and video there’s the added advantage of Dual
Pixel CMOS AF across approximately 90x100 percent of the sensor with
525 AF areas. With AF over a wider EV range, focusing truly has never
been more accurate and versatile.
Outstanding stills and video
With a new Canon CMOS sensor and powerful new DIG!C X processing,
image quality even at high ISO is taken to even greater levels of
quality. This is along with 4K video at 60p plus the options of capturing
RAW video or 10-bit video with Canon Log, both recorded internally to
CFexpress cards. A new bright viewfinder ensures you are connected to
your subject in real time with zero lag.

Newly developed 20.1 megapixel
Canon CMOS sensor. The latest sensor
provides stunning clarity and low light
performance

Canon’s new DiG!C X imaging processor
delivers increased image quality and
functionality in a single processor design
that also reduces power consumption

With built in Wi-Fi you can easily download
images and shoot remotely via your smartphone
or tablet using the Canon Camera Connect App.
Additional connectivity is available via gigabit
ethernet and 2.4GHz/ 5GHz dual band WFTE9A
wireless file transmitter

The EOS-1D X Mark III delivers highspeed continuous shooting at up to
16 frames per second with AF & AE
tracking through the optical viewfinder

In Live View mode, users can make use
of 525 AF areas using the Dual Pixel
CMOS AF system which covers approx.
90% x 100% of the image sensor

New smart controller optical device has
been built into the AF-on button to enable
faster and more intuitive selection of
autofocus points

In live view mode, continuous shooting
speed jumps up to a blistering 20 frames per
second with AF & AE tracking with either
mechanical or near silent electronic shutter,
perfect for scenes where silence is essential

The 3.15” LCD touch screen interface
makes it easy and intuitive to change
settings, select focus points and review
images

Dual CFexpress card slots enable
significantly faster RAW burst depth and
faster writing speeds compared to the
EOS-1D X Mark II. Identical card slots for
greater flexibility

HEIF
The power of 4K resolution brings
stories to life – shoot 4K videos
including 4K 60p with 10-bit 4:2:2
Canon Log internal recording

Capture stills in 10-bit using the HEIF (High
Efficiency Image File) file format which
produces wider dynamic range & greater
colour representation compared to JPEG

Eye detection Autofocus technology
can be set during Servo AF in live view
mode (stills & movies), ensuring that
the camera locks on your subjects eye
and focuses to that point, even when
they move around the frame
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